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As a consequence of the growing interest in questions of identification, the 
identity strategies of HungarianJews have acquired a rnore prominent place 
both in contemporary surveys and h.istorical st:udies.2 Nevertheless, the his
tory of dual identity has not yet been examined in its own right, in spite of 
the fact that a study of its diverse forms and their relatíve impott over time 
promises to substantially contribute to our understanding of the history of 
Jews in modem Hungary. 3 A systernatic study of HungarianJewish duaJ iden
tifications prornises to offer empirical insights into central but poorly un
derstood matters, such as the relationships between Jewishness and 
Hungarianness that have been proposed at various times and the internal 
and external perceptions of the compatibility (or incompatibility) of the con
stituent elements of dual identity. 

This paper aims to contribute to such a discussion by exploring Hungarian 
Jewish collective identity discourses with a focus on the variety of dual iden
tities in the 1930s and early 1940s. I have analyzed the Yearbooks of the 
Jsraelite Hungarian Líterary Socíety (IMIT Évkönyvek), which was the most 
popular, and arguably the most important, Hungarian-language venue far 
scholarly discussions of Jewish topics at this time.,j The Literaty Society was 

1 This study is based on an earlier Hungarian-language publicacion of mine released 
under the citle ·'Magyar zsidó identitásopciók. Tudományos szövegek idenlitáscliskurzu
sainak elemzése a Hortl1y-korhan megjelent IMIT évkönyvek alapján," in Regio. Kisebbség, 
Politika, Társadalom, 2010/4 (2010), pp. 91-115. 

2 See the historical sociological surveys by Victor Karády, Önazonosítás, sorsválasztás: 
a zsidó csopot1azonosság történelmi alakváltozásai Magyarországon Budapest: Új 
Mandátum, 2001). Contemporary data on Jewish identity can be founcl, among otl1ers, 
in Jews andjewry in Contemporary Hungaiy. Results of a Sociological Suruey, ecl. András 
Kovács Online: http://www.jpr.org.uk/Reports/PJC_Reports/no_1_2004/pjc_1_2004.htm. 
Last accessed: 4 Jan 2012. See also András Kovács, "Jewish Groups and Identity Strategies 
in Post-Communist Hungary," in Ne.wfewish !dentities ed. Zvi Gitelman, Barry Kosmin, 
András Kovács (Budapest: CEU Press, 2003). 

3 For the prominent recent use of dual identity in the historiography of Hungarian Jew
ish histo1y, see Ferenc Fejtő, Magyarsá11, zsidóság (Budapest: MTA Történettudományi 
Intézete, 2000). See also Raphael Patai, Thejews of Hunga1y: Hist01y, Culture, Psychology 
(Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1996). For a recent attempt to analyze the transfonnation of 
Hungarian Jewish iclentity in the long nineteenth century, see Katalin Fenyves, Képzelt 
asszimiláció? Negy zsidó értelmiségi nemzedék önképe (Budapest: Corvina, 2010). 

4 An altemative suhject to the IMIT Yearhooks might bave been Magyar Zsidó Szemle, 
the leading Jewish Studies perioclical in Hungarian tl1at published materials in Hebrew 
ancl occasionally German. I decided against studying it and in favor of the IM!TYearbooks 
mainly for the reason iliat the cliscussions of the former tendecl to be more technical 
while many of its contributors also published in the IMIT Yearbooks. 
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founded in the 1890s and comprised over 600 members of the Hungarian Jew
ish elite.5 Its yearbook was füst published between 1895 and 1918. The series 
was relaunched in 1929, and continued co be published uncil 1943. ln the 
decade and a half under scrutiny, d1e yearbooks were on average 360 pages 
long and had print runs of 800 copies. Besides publishing its yearbooks, the Llt
erary Society also initiated the translation of the Hebrew Bible inco Hungarian. 
Jt<; bilingual edition, modeled on d1e English Hertz Bible, was printed between 
1939 and 1942. Moreover, the society was also one of the two chief support
ers of the newly established Jewish Museum in Budapest, and in the course of 
the 1930s it succeeded in publishing iliree further volumes of historical docu
mencs in its series tided Hungarian Jcwish Archives (Magyar Zsidó Oklevéltár). 

Samu Szemere, the editor of the yearbook, managed to recruit 114 con
tributors who wrote scholarly studies or short stories between 1929 and 
1943.6 Sixty-nine of these authors contributed o nly once, seventeen of 
them twice and thirteen of chem three times. Of che fifteen most frequent 
contributors, the most prolific were Bernát He ller7 (with thirteen pub
lications), Fülöp Grünwald8 (with nine), Mihály Guttmann9 and Pál 

5 The IMTT Yearbook of 1930 listed 519 regular mernbers of the Society, of whom 
slightly more than half, 271 were from Budapest. Ac the same tirne, nearly 90% of con
cributing rnembers were frorn che cap1tal city (63 out of 72). Thus there were only nine 
contributing memhers from outside of Budapesc. The dominance of the capital city was 
overwhelrning: 28 contrihucing memhcrs were frorn the 5th distnct (Lipótváros) alone, 
17 írom the 6th (Terézváros) and 11 from the 4th (Belváros) - sevcn had an address on 
Andrassy út alone. Arnong the rcgular rnembers, too, thc 5th district was first and the 6th 
sccond with 91 and 4'l members, respeccivcly, but here che 7th and 2nd clistrict (che lauer 
b ín Buda) with their rcspectively 41 and 29 mcmbers coulcl claim morc mcmbers than che 
4th with its 19. ln ocher words, in thc inner districrs of Pest conrribUling members consti
tuted more than a quarter of all members whilc the 7th and 2nd made up only about 1()%. 

6 Samu Szemere (1881-19-8), philosopher, aeschetician and translacor. Szemere was 
rhe cl1sciple and later collaborator of Alexander. Bcrween 1927 and 19/42, he scrved as thc 
director of the l',ational lsraclire Teachcr Tratning lnstitute. ln 19-15, he wa~ appomced 
president of IMIT. He wrote numerous hooks on authors such a1- Giordano llruno, John 
Dewcy, Friedrich NietZ.\che and Oswald Spengler. 

7 Bernát Heller 0871-19-í3) was an Orientalisr, a literary historian an<l a folklorist. Hí~ main 
research interesb were in Biblical scholarship, Hebrew and lslamic tales and lcgends and in 
compar.itive litemry history. l lis main Jewish work is A béber mese (The Hebrcw Tale) He 
was a gmduate of the Rabbinical Seminary of Budapest. Berwccn 1919 ancl 1922 he was di
rector of thc Jewish Gymnasiurn and afterwards taught at d1e Rahbinical Seminary until 1935. 

8 Fülöp Grünwald 0887-1964), hisrorian and teachcr. ln the inter-war years hc taught at 
the Jewish Gymnasium for Boys ín Pest and served as its direcror in thc posrwar pcriod. He 
was also che dircctor of 1he Hunganan Jewish Museum betwcen 1948 and 1963, and scrvecl 
as the head of History at thc Rabbinical Seminary starting ín 1959. Togethcr wid1 Scheiber, 
he edited four volumes of rhe Mon11me111a. His main scholarly work from the inter-war 
period is his A zsidók története Budán (The History of the Jews of Buda) publishcd in 1938. 

9 Mihaly Guttmann (1872-1942) taught at thc Budapest Serninary berween 1907 and 
1921, then transferred to Breslau from whcre he rerurned in 1934 and subsequcntly servecl 
as Dircctor until his clead1. His research focused on thc ! !alak.ha and thc Talmudic method. 
1 lis chief work is the highly ambitious, but unfinished Dasj11den111m und seine Umu•e// 
that appeared in German 1927. 
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Nádai 10 (both with eight). They were closely followed by Bertalan Edel
stein, Oszkár Elek Mór Fényes, Aladár Fürst, Bertalan Kohlbach, Aladár 
Komlós, Miksa Pollák, Sándor Scheiber, Károly Sebestyén, József Turóczi
Trostler and Jenő Zsoldos, all of whom published at least four times. 11 

Most of the recurrent contributors were employed by the Budapest Rab
binical Seminary at this point or shortly after the Second World War and 
the Holocaust. 12 

ln the more than two hundred contributions published during the re
gency of Miklós Horthy, I have identified seven distinguishable identity 
options. As shall be shown below, five of these seven options were varia
tions on dual identity. By comparing these five dual identity options I wish 
to demonstrate that such conceptions were by no means uniform and their 
variety can be abundantly illustrated even on the basis of scholarly contri
butions to the IMIT Yearbooks. 

The füst form of dual identity was the parallel identity, which placed na
tional and religious identity side by side. This option, rooted in the 'age of 
emancipation," suggests that tbe Jewish religion provides Jewish group co
hesion and that therefore Judaism ought to qualify as one of the Hungarian 
confessions that make up the multidenominational nation. After some early 
attempts in Hungary to redefine Judaism as a religion, this formulation of 
dual identity became the politically dominant option after the Austro-Hun
garian Compromise of 1867. ln official statistics, Jews in Hungary were listed 
as Israelites alongside Catholics, Greek Catholics , Lutherans , Calvinists, 
Orthodox Christians and others. 13 

Articulation of this denominational identity can be commonly found in 
IMIT Yearbooks published between 1929 and 1943, not least because many 
of the contributors experienced their primary socialization prior to 1914. 
Another reason for the prominence of this option must be the selection of 

10 Pál Nádai (1881-1945) wrote mostly on arc and, more specifically, on applied art 
and artistic education. He was a prolific author who also directed the Országos Magyar 
Izraelita Közmúvelódési Egyesület (the National Association for Hungarian Israelite Cul
ture) ín the 1920s. It ought ro be noted that his contributions to the IMIT Yearbooks rended 
to border on fiction . 

11 The contributions by Edelstein and Grünwald were part of a series on the chang
ing situation of World Jewry. Néx~ to rhese reports , the longest series included in tl1e 
yearbooks were tl1e five articles by Miksa Pollák ·titled Madách Imre és a Biblia. 

12 Mihály Guttmann was the Rector of tl1e Seminary between 1933 ancl 1942. Heller 
served as professor between 1922 and 1935. Bertalan Edelstein also raught at the Seminary 
between 1922 and his death ín 1934. Grünwald who took over his task of report writer was 
employed tl1ere after 1950. Similarly to Grünwald, Sándor Scheiber started to teach at the 
Sern.inary after ilie war and was appoínted Rector in 1950. Bertalan Kohlbach taught ar 
the secondary school attached to the Rabbinical Seminary. ln other words all the rectors 
and professors of the Seminary made contributions to the IMIT Yearbooks with the ex
ception of Ármin Hoffer ancl Ernő Róth (the latter was anyhow only appoínted in 1942) . 

13 On iliis question ín a broader intellectual historical context, see Leora Batnitzky, 
How Judaism Became a Relígion. An fntroduction to Modern Jewish Thought (Prínceton: 
Princeton UP, 2011) 
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themes. Many writings commemorated lead ing Jewish personalities from the 
age of the Oual Monarchy. Lajos (Ludwig) Blau , for instance, wrote on the 
ideas of both Vilmos Bacher (1850-1913) and József Bánóczi (1849- 1926), 
which were originally articulated in the late nineteenth century.1" Blau ex
plained that Bacher and Bánóczi viewed Jewish denominational literature 
as merely a branch of national literature. 15 (The only important distinction 
they were willing to accept was that it might still be somewhat less devel
oped.) Other Hungarian denominational literatures could thus provide both 
parallels as well as models for Hungarian Jewish literature. The dual task of 
"Israelite Hungarian" authors would be to "offer Hungarian literature to our 
coreligionists and provide Israelite literature to the Hungarian nation"16 and 
thereby achieve a mutually enriching result. 

When Sámul L winger eulogized Blau sho11ly after his death in 1936, he 
emphasized that Blau's two chief goals were to gain appreciation for his "con
fession" and to propagate Hungarian culture worldwide. 17 ln another IMIT 
Yearbook, Bernát Heller argued that the religiosity of Ignác Goldziher 
(1850-1921), an internationally acclaimed scholar of Islam, was purely Jew
ish.18 This assertion could be considered polemical to an extenL as there were 
rumors about Goldziher's idiosyncratic (not to say syncretic) religious beliefs. 
Heller emphasized 1.hat Goldziher's best friends, themselves highly accom
plished non-Jewish scholars, all fully respected his Jewish religiosity but that 
this leading scholar of the Orient was also an "idea! Hungarian·• and could 
not even imagine being anything ot.her than Hungarian.19 Heller made the lat
ter statement in spite of the fact that Goldziher kept his diary in German and 
pursued other more pluralistic national-linguistic practices. Heller simply ig
nored these signs. Hungarian and Jewish identifications might have been com-

14 Lajos Blau (1861-1936) was a Talmudic scholar and historian He served as recwr 
of the Rabbinical Seminary of Budapest between 1913 and 1932. Blau wnducted histor
ical and philological explorations, was greaLiy incerested in comparison~ and was also an 
expert on archeology and papyrology. He was one of the most significant and prolific 
scholars of hb era who eclited Magyar Z,;idó Szemle berween 1891 and 1930 and launchecl 
the Hebrew-language academic journal /la-Tsofeh in 1911. 

15 Blau, "Mezey: p.15. 
16 Blau, "Mezey," p.22. On the conceptual levei. the distinwon between "our (lsraelite) 

coreligionists" (hitsorsosaink) and "Hungarian people" was also used. Ibid., p.20. 
17 Lówinger, "Blau,'' p.10. Al the same time, L wmger added that the research interests 

of Blau were much broader as he was interested in the uniry of the Jewish spirit and its 
manifestation in culture. He also emphasized that Blau reframed from treating Jewish 
phenomena in isolation. Ibid., p.20. Sámuel L winger 090+-1980) was appointed Profes
sor at the Rabbinical Seminary in 1931 and served as its Director between 1942 and 1950. 
ln 1950, he migrated lO lsrael, where he worked above all with the manuscripts of d1e 
National Library and the University Library in Jerusalem. 

18 See Peter Haber, Zwiscben jiidiscber Tradition und Wlissenschaft. Der ungarlsche 
Orie11ta/ist Ignác Goldziher(l850-J921J (Wien: Böhlau, 2006). 

19 Bernát lleUer, "Goldziher Ignác emlekezece," IMIT évkönyv, 1932, pp. 20-Zj. ln 
Sebesryén's text, Goldziher represented anocher duality. He was the "palatial wise intellecl 
of the Orient" whose "love of his country was unmatched." Károly Sebestyén, "Goldziher, 
az ember," IMIT évkönyv, 1932, pp. 17-9 
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patible but there was no obvious way to articulate a triple identity (what we 
might call religious-patriotic-cultural) . Samu Szemere wrote of Lajos Palágyi 
(1866-1933) in a rather similar manner. Palágyi, he claimed, was "an inspired 
poet of his nation and a self-conscious son of his denomination. "20 ln his analy
sis of the platform of Egyenlőség (the leading Neolog Hungarian-Jewish weekly,
published between 1882 ancl 1 938) , S imon Hevesi quoted the conviction of 
Ferenc Székely that the joumal was founded in order to simultaneously aitic
ulate two sentiments : "declication to the ancient religion" and "unshakable loy
alty to the Hungarian homeland (baza)."21 Lajos Szabolcsi , the newspaper's 
second editor, even wrote in 193 1 of a "sacred duality" by which he impliecl 
that "homeland" and ·'religion" were meant to be loved equally. 22

This version of dual identity was also evoked in more general discussions 
of the Dual Monarchy. According to Zsigmond Groszmann, far instance, the 
countty flourished in this period due to the spirit of l iberalism and national 
democracy. This climate fostered. the renewal of Hungarian Jewry, too. He 
maintained that in this successful era "the greatest sons of the nation" and 
"the lead.ers of the denomination" fought on the same side - which was a 
somewhat ambiva lent formulation , though probably unintentional ly so . 23

20 Samu Szemere, "Palágyi Lajos, " IMfl 'évkönyu, 19.36, p.254. László Fenyő also evoked 
the "memory and example" of Palágyi as of "one of the few Hu ngarian-Jewish poets. " 
László Fenyő, "Palágyi Lajos emlékezete, "  IMIT évkönyv, 1934, p . 1 53 .  l n  hi� t rearment of 
Palágyi, Hugó Csergő pointed to a grave contradiction: in his eyes, Palágyi was a Jewish poet 
who created Hungarian and Hungarian Jewish literary works of Jasting value (he callecl Palá
gyi "the worthy successor of Petőfi" ) , but who tlid not receive the recognition he deserved and 
even had ro face humiliations. Hugó Csergő, · 'Palágyi Lajos," lMTrévkönyv, 1933 pp. 40--44. 

21 Simon Hevesi ,  "Az •Egyenlőség• ötven éves jubi leumára , " IMTf'évkönyv, 1929 , p. 199 . 
Simon Hevesi (1868---1943) , rabbi of Kassa (Kosice), Lugos (Lugoj) and later of Pest, a 
leading person i n  Hungarian Jewish social and cul tural life, teacher at the Rabbinica l 
Sem.inary, president of the Association of Rabbis, founder of Lhe National Association for 
Hungarian I s raelite Culture ( OMIKE), ed itor of Magyar Zsidó Szemle, member of the 
board of IMIT. He publisbed works in Hungarian as well as I-lebrew. lmportant works of 
his dea l  with Kant and Maimonides .  

22 La jos Szabolcsi, "Emlékbeszéd Lucien Wolfról , " IMJ7 ' évkönyu, 1931 , pp .  33--4 . The 
text of Lajos Szabolcsi provides an excellent example of the fraught balanci11g act between 
national and denorninational consciousness: he wrote that "no marter how pa inful  and 
shameful the numerus dausus was [ . . .  ] it hurt us equally d1at jöreign cliplomats and states
men took up this inner pain of O!J rS and negotiatecl over i r . "  Ibid., p.29. (lta l ics addecl . )  
On the numerus clausus, now see Mária M.  Kovács , Törué,�ytöl sújtva . A numerus cla11sus
Magyarországon 1920-1945 (Budapest: apvilág , 2012) .  La jos Szabolcsi ( 1889-1943) , 
editor and publ i sher. Szabolcsi startcd working for the Jewish weekly Egyen/6ség when it 
was sti l l  edited by his father and served as its editor between 1 9 1 5  and 1938. During Worlcl 
War I , Szabolcsi collected official clata on the panicipation of Hungarian Jews in the war 
and organized tb.e Jewish military ardúves preserving the memory of fallen Jewish solcliers . 
He founded the Centra l Committee for Stuclent Aid after the adoption of the numerus
clausus. Besides being a writer ancl literary h isLorian, Szabolcsi also wrote a posthumously 
publ ished memoir thai offers invaluable marerials on the hisrory of t.he press. 

23 Zsigmond Groszmann, "Mezei Mór és kora , "  IMIT évkönyv, 1936, p . 197. Zsigmond 
Groszmann (1880-1945) was Chief Rabbi at Dohány Street Synagogue 0906-1945) and 
also served as the Presidenr of rhe Association of Rabbis . Groszmann was a historian of 
Hungarian Jewry ancl dealt mostly wi th. the nineteenth century.  
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It presupposed that the great persons of the Hungarian nation and the 
Israelite leadership were two separate and discrete groups. 

While some viewed Hungarianness and Jewishness as two parallel affili
ations, others proposed a second option: combining these denominational 
and national affiliations. ln his discussion of Egyenlőség, Imre Csetényi em
phasized dual attachments, characterizing the journal as being "in the Hun
garian spirit and language but rooted in the Jewish tradition and written for 
a Jewish-Hungarian readership. "24 ln his eyes, Egyenlőség offered a great 
opportunity to develop a hyphenated Hungarian-Jewish literature and 
thereby serve the Hungarian nation. 25 

Adolf Wertheimer, who served as the Director of the Israelite Hungarian 
Literary Society, wrote of "joining" Hungarianness and Jewishness to create 
a new type with some markedly Jewish sentiments and colors.26 Discussing 

József Kiss, a leading HungarianJewish poet of the late nineteenth century, 
Wertheimer declared that "with, so to speak, the 'racial purity' and master
ful use of the Hungarian language, he articulated the captivating and noble 
sentiments arising from his Jewishness. What Kiss created truthfully reflected 
the spiritual world of his parental house and his Jewish environment."27 

Wertheimer made a similar statement three years later, but this time he 
generalized: "Hungarian Jewish life has its special color, but it is Hungarian 
life nevertheless."28 He thus found a careful balance between emphasizing 
the specialty of the Hungarian Jewish group and reiterating their Hungarian 
national belonging. 

Having looked at two forms of dual identity, the parallel (nationally Hun
garian and religiously Jewish), and the combined type (where Jewishness 
was mixed into the identification with the Hungarian nation) let us turn to 
an alternative discourse on assimilation which put greater emphasis on the 

Jewish part of identity. This thi.rd option can be called that of assimilating, 
but self-preseruingjews. Ármin Kecskeméti, for instance, maintained that "the 
frame of European Jewish life can only be assimilation, the creation of unity 
between European and national culture. "29 At the same time, being assimilated 

24 Imre Csetényi, "Az Egyenlőség és a magyar irodalom," IMIT évkönyv, 1930, p.109. 
Imre Csetényi (1899-1956) was d1e author of numerous scholarly stuclies inciuding his 
"Adalékok a magyar zsidóság reformkorszakbeli történetéhez" (1928), "A negyvenes 
évek liberális sajtója és a zsidókérdés" (1937), "A hatvanas évek és a zsidóság" 0946) and 
"A provisorium korának zsidó művészei a napisajtó tükrében" (1947). 

25 Ibid., p.124. 
26 Adolf Wertheimer (1868-1955), bank director and art collector, was me President of 

IMIT and published numerous scholarly articies in economics. 
27 "Wertheimer Adolf elnöki jelentése," IMIT évkönyv, 1930, p.316. 
28 "Wertheimer Adolf elnöki jelentése," IMIT évkönyv, 1933, p.255. 
29 Ármin Kecskeméti, "Mendelssohn kétszát esztendeje," IMIT évkönyv, 1929, p.158. 

This also illustrates mat ilie discourse employed here was not disposed critically towards 
certain forms of Jewish integration, which Kecskeméti called "assimilation." Ármin Kecske
méti (1874-1944) was d1e rabbi of Makó who was active as a historian as well as a literary 
historian. His main works (in Hungarian) include A Hist01y of Jewish Literature (1908-1909), 
A Universal H

i

story ofjews(1927) and A History oflsrael in the Bib/ica/ Age (1942). 
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and pre ·erving Jewish consciousness were clearly not mutually exclusive. 
"Assimilation cannot mean heroic death, cannot require our dispersal into 
European culture without leaving any signs," Kecskeméti clarified.30 Instead, 
he proposed coupling Jewish "Europeanness" with "Jewish consciousness," 
recommending in the interest of Jewish self-presetvation the pursuit of Jewish 
scholarship in particular. This was, of course, the reversal of Moritz Stein
schneider's view that the purpose of Wissenschajt desjudentums (Science of 
Judaism) was to give Judaism a "decent burial. " 

A variant of this option can be called assimilated, but emphatically Jewish. 
This differs from the aforementioned option in that it presupposes the com
pletion of the "natural course" of assimilation (in current terms this might 
be called acculturation) and considers the pursuit of Jewish activities to be 
in perfect harmony with the fact of being assimilated. It is a more confident 
and assertive version that affirms the continued salience of Jewishness. lt 
aims to prove that reconciliation of the two elements is not only possible 
but already real. ln other words, this is the stage that logically follows 
Kecskeméti's position. Thus, the assimilated, but emphatical~y Jewish option 
can be considered a subcatego,y of the third option of assimilating, but self
preseruing Jews. 

An example of this stance can be found in a text by Arnold Kiss on József 
Bánóczi. Here, Kiss states that "the bouquet of his personality is unmistak
ably Hungarian, it is the bouquet of Szentgál. ·•31 The Hungarianness of 
Bánóczi was supposedly so self-evident that there was nothing in him of the 
Jewish sense of being humiliated or lacking self-esteem. On the other hand, 
Kiss went on to say that "the humaneness of the Jewish prophetic ideal" 
pulsated in BánócziY He emphasized that the subjects of h.is work and his 
inner hopes made him emphatically Jewish in his Hungarianness. "His 
symbolic hope of collecting his people from the four corners of the Earth led 
him to collect the scattered treasures of Jewish scholarship and help the cre
ation of many volumes in Hungarian to enrich Hungarian-Jewish literature."33 

ln sum, Kiss explained that Bánóczi searched far "the path of tb.e Jew.ish 

30 Ármin Kecskeméti, "Mendelssohn kétszát esztendeje," IMITévköny v, 1929, p .160. 
Aladár Fürst, on the other hand, declared as early as 1930 that he preferred not to use the 
expression assimilation because "the term was overused and the phenomenon it referred 
to has often been condemned ." l'Ie rather revealingly added that he did not mean to use 
it partly because he did not want éo declare assimilation illegitimate by_ presenting it as 
a pro ess that could only lead to Jewish "self-destruction." While thus defencling assim
ilation even without wanting to recurrently employ the tenn, Fürst also argued that a 
stronger form of Jewishness needed to be asserted . Aladár Fürst, '· Németország zsidó kö
zépiskolái ," IMJTévkönyv, 1930, p.226. 

31 Arnold Kiss, "Bánóczi József egyénisége," IMIT évkönyv, 1932, pp. 183-4. IQss addecl 
that Bánóczi received his patriotism "from a long line of ancestors who were already im
mersed in it and for whom such patriotism went without saying. It was o obvious d1at 
it required no special demonstration." (Szentgál is a village in Veszprém province where 
Bánóczi was born.) 

32 Ibid., p.159. 
33 Ibid., p.159. 
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soul in the Hungarian" and managed to stay resolutely Jewish even while 
being positioned firmly within Hungarianness.34This was, however, not only 
a description of a canonical personality, but, as far as Kiss was concerned, 
a prescribed identity option: "We are translating the Holy Bible with his 
Hungarianness, confessing our Jewishness with his self-esteem, and prom
ulgating our Hungarianness with his natural self-consciousness, without 
unnecessary ostentatiousness," Kiss proclaimed.35 

The fourth identity option is admittedly somewhat peculiar. lt attempts to 
combine and reconcile theories of Jewish peoplehood with dualist concep
tions, thus going beyond the previous formulations in stressing the Jewish 
part of the identity. This might be called the option of belonging to thejew
ish people, while also being Hungarian. Far instance, while discussing Péter 
Újvári, Andor Peterdi evoked the ideas of the Jewish people as well as the 
Jewish kind (fajta). He wrote that Újvári "knew his people [i.e. Jews] best 
and managed to <lelve i.nto their spirit in the most profound way" and sup
posedly "dedicated his life to his kind."36 At the same time, Peterdi depicted 
Újvári as a person in whom a "rniraculous unification" could be observed: 
he was at once "the golden storyteller of his kind, his people" and "a true 
artist in the Hungarian language."37 In the articulation of this identity option, 
the primacy of Jewishness was coupled with the yeaming to have duality 
recognized. "When I said that Péter Újvári was primarily Jewish {mégis csak 
zsidó volt], this was in no way at the expense of his Hungarianness. "38 

Another expression of such a somewhat uneasy duality can be found in 
Imre Benoschofsky's commentary on Ignác Rózsa 's novel, 7be flve Books of 
Aaron (Áron öt könyve).39 Be11oschofsky states here that "Hungarian and 
Jewish sentiments are burning in us through all of hell, until the end of 
days. "40 Benoschofsky wrote of Rózsa 's "sober" Hungarian language and 
how it got mixed with "some Jewish pathos." Moreover, he reasoned that if 
Jew1y (zsidóság) was neither a religion nor a caste but had a sense of mis
sion and great tasks ahead (as Áron, the main character of Rózsa's novel , 
knew), then it could only constitute a people.41 Benoschofsky explicitly states 
that this did not need to be a source of conflict. Even if Jews were a people, 

34 Ibid. , p.184. It is intriguing, as Kiss himself observed, thal in the case of Bánóczi 
being "narurally assimilated " went hand in hand with "intolerance" LOwards the "nation
alities" of Hungary in the period of the Dual Monarchy. 

35 Ibid., p.186. 
36 Andor Peterdi, "Ujvári Péter emlékezete," JMJTévköny v, 1931 , p.73. 
37 Ibid., 1931, p.78. 
38 Ibid., 1931, p.78. 
39 Ignác Rózsa is not to be confused with the more famous writer, Rózsa Ignácz. 
40 Imre Benoschofsky, "Áron öt könyve," lMJTévkönyv, 1931, p. 241. Imre Benoschofsky 

(1903-1970) was Rabbi of Lágymágyos from 1926, of Buda from 1928 and served as Chief 
Rabbi from 1936 and as Narional Chief Rabbi from 1960. He served as teacher of 
homiletics and religious philosophy at the Rabbinical Seminary after 1945. He published 
several books that include llis Zsidóságunk /anítúsai (The Teachings of Judaism) from 
1941 and his Maradék-zsidósáp, (The Jewish Remnant) from 1946. 

41 Ibid., p.249. 
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the "one-sided attraction," "unshakable loyalty" and "unrequited love" they 
felt towards Hungarians would not disappear. The cal! he formulated at 
the end of his article reveals more about his stance. It was directed at the 
Jewish people and lacked any ambition to accommodate Hungarianness: 
"We have been made into a people who have to exe11 a thousand times 
more effort than others, a people who have to make millions of new be
ginníngs. So let us prove to be the people of a new beginning!"42 Thus, while 
briefly reaffirming the ínescapable loyalty of Jews to Hungarians, Benoschof
sky also proposed a Jewish popular revival. 

Perhaps the most formai attempt at squaring these two components of iden
tity can be found ín Pál Weisz's article on Miksa Weisz (1872-1931). Pál Weisz 
clearly asserted the primacy of Miksa Weisz's Jewishness. He presented h.im as 
a Jew faithful to traditions, a dedicated conservative "very angry at the imita
tion of foreign habits" and hurt by the "lack of 'Nachwuchs [next generation] 
of traditionalJewry."43 Moreover, Pál Weisz clarified that Miksa Weisz demanded 
"Jewish self-respect" and was vehemently opposed to denials of Jewish people
hood. Interestingly, references to his liberalism and Hungarianness were added 
to this po1trait ín a rather incoherent way. Miksa Weisz was not only in favor 
of "religious freedom" but he was also an "enthusiastic Hungarian. "44 

Scholarly studies in the IMIT Yearbooks rarely went beyond such purely for
mal attempts to reconcile the two components of Hunga1ian Jewish identity. 
Bernát Heller, for insrance, wrote clown sentences such as "Our duty is to per
fect our own community. Our task is to preserve and purify Jew1y," butwhen 
discussíng the identity of Jews ín modern Hunga1y, it would have seemed 
unusual to leave out all references to Hungarianness.45 At the same time, there 
were frequent references to 'Jewish peoplehood" (zsidó népiség) , and ''peo
ple" (nép) was used as frequently as "denomination," though Jewish people
hood and Hungarian nationhood were , of course, perfectly reconcilable :16 

42 Ibid., p.251. 
43 Pál Weisz, "Weisz Miksa," IM!Tévkünyu, 1932, p.77. 
44 Ibid., p.77. Norably, this reference to his enthusiastic Hungarianness appearecl under 

the heading "A zsidó." (The article consisted of three parts that were titlecl The Person, 
The Jew and The Rabbi.) 

45 Bernát Heller, "Zsidó hitterjesztés," JM!Téukünyu, 1930, p.101. 
46 Mór Fényes wrote about "ów- people" (népünk) in 1929. ln the yearbook of 1930, 

Dénes Frieclman also calledJewry "a people." ln his speech of 1933, Ödqn Gerő said that 
"d1e objects exhibitecl at t.he Museum are the memories of the expe1iences of our people" 
and Jewry was a "historical people." ·'Gerő Ödön emlékbeszéde Perlmutter Izsákról ," IMIT 
éukönyu, 1933, pp. 285-6. Aladár Fürst quored at the very end of his article on the Jewish 
seconda.ry schools of Greater Hungary the "idealistic worcls" of d1e director Kugel Chajirn . 
According to h.i:rn , the aim of the sd10ol in Munkács was to raise a new Jewish generation 
which would not be "alienated from its people" (népétől sem idegenedett el). Aladár Fürst, 
"Nagyrnagyarország zsidó középiskolái," JM!Téukönyu, 1931, p.237. Beyond d'li.s, there was 
even a single reference to the "voice of blood" (a uérszaua): Károly Sebestyén d10ught that 
even though Börne believed after his conversion that ''his polemical writings serve the in
terests of humarúty ancl liberty, the reality was that be never managed to suppress the voice 
ofhis blood". Károly Sebestyén, "A zsidóság története levelekben," IMITéukönyu, 1935, p.61. 
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Aladár Komlós was a rather uncharacteristic contributor to the IMIT Year
books precisely because he employed the notion of Jewish peoplehood in 
order to conceptualize an inner conflict. The identity option he articulated 
was based on the perception of the internally conflicted nature of Hun
garian Jews.47 ln his treatment of the poet József Kiss, Komlós asserted that 
the "outlook he inherited from his people" was "at odds with the outlook he 
acquired by way of culture."48 On the most general levei, Komlós formulated 
Kiss' inner conflict as one between his instincts and his environment. More
over, the societal-symbolic position of Kiss was also presented as unfortu
nately asymmetrical. Komlós maintained that while many found him "too 
Jewish," religious Jews thought he was "not Jewish enough." According to 
Komlós, the inner conflict did not arise out of the lack of Hungarian identi
fication or its dishonesty. Instead, it was due to the exaggerated and distorted 
farm this identification took and the problems it implied in an environment 
that denied Jews due recognition and did not recognize them as equals. 

Other articles gave expression to the primacy of Hungarian national affil
iations, providing a sixth identity option. For instance, Bertalan Edelstein 
"proudly accepted" the "accusation" that Jews were the most Hungarian 
group in Romania.49 Speaking of Romanian antisemitism he claimed that 
"the official complaint about Transylvanian Jewry is that they show the least 
willingness to accept the change of the situation"50 (i.e. Romania's acquisi
tion of formerly Hungarian territo1y at the end of the First World War). "It is 
an honor to us, our glory to be identified with Hungarians," wrote Edel
stein.51 On the other hand, the very fact that these views on the intransigent 
and enthusiastically Hungarian Jews of Romania were part of his annual re
port on the fate of Jews around the world makes the discourse of Edelstein 
much more ambivalent. 

Others, like Tamás Kóbor, asserted that Jews were fully Hungarian. ln hi~ 
a1ticle, ''Foreign Literature Written in Hungarian," be suggested a version of 
Hungarian identity free of ambivalence. Kóbor contested the thesis that Jew
ish writers publishing in Hungarian would be creating "foreign literature." He 
construed a national model transcending the existing borders of Hungary at 

47 Aladár Komlós (1892-1980), writer. poet, and literary historian who wrote mostly 
on poetry. ln the years of the Second World War, he was employed at the Jewish Gym
nasium of Pest where he taught Hungarian and Latin. He worked on an overview of 
Hungarian Jewish Geistesgeschichte prior to 1944. This unfinished work was published 
posthumously, most recently as Aladár Komlós, A magyar zsidóság irodalmi tevékenysége 
a XIX. században (Budapest: Múlt és Jövő, 2008). 

48 Aladár Komlós, "Kiss József emlékezete, vagy: A zsidó költő és a dicsőség," IMJT 
évkönyv, 1932, p.57. 

49 Bertalan Edelstein (1876-1934) served as Rabbi in Buda for three decades and be
came its chief rabbi in 1924. He taught at lower grades of the Rabbinie-&I Seminary where 
his subjects were the Bible, the Talmud and the systematic study of religions. 

50 Bertalan Edelstein, "A külföldi zsidóság története a háború utáni évtizedben," IMJT 
évkönyv, 1929, p.310. 

51 lbid. , p.309. 
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the time of writing part of which was the claim that Jews were "no more dif
ferent" than other groups constituting the nation. 52 Kóbor argued that Jews 
were just as Hungarian as Swabians, Serbs, Cumanians or Pechenegs, groups 
that belonged to the Hungarian nation. They were just as Hungarian as the 
city of Kassa (Kosice) which would remain Hungarian in spite of being under 
Czechoslovak rule. Kóbor affirmed that the life and history of Hungarian Jews 
was shared with Hungarians of other origins: their education and litera1y tra
dition as well as their identification "with the traditions and forms of national 
literature" made them "fully Hungarian." 53 From among the available Hun
garian Jewish identity options, Kóbor thus articulated the one which depicted 
Jews as completely Hungarian. After all, no serious author would have de
voted much attention to the specific features of Cumanian or Pecheneg people 
living in Hungary to contest their Hungarianness. Kóbor indeed remained 
silent on any potentially distinguishing characteristics. Neither the denomi
national criterion, nor the idea of the Hungarian-Jewish mixed type plays any 
role in this article. ln order to fully include authors of Jewish origin, he defined 
the Hungarian nation in broader and more inclusive terms that were prevalent 
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

A number of individuals such as Mór Wahrmann, Bernát Alexander, Sámuel 
Kohn and Ede Kisteleki were discussed ina fairly similar nationalist key. Gyula 
Mérei's lines on Mór Wahrmann spoke of amalgamation (beolvadás) and thus 
(at least logically) contradicted options of dual identity. "The complete assim
ilation of Jews to Hungariandom intended to melt Jewry into the life of the 
Hungarian nation. This was done ín response to calls made to Jewry in the 
form of emancipation."54 Meanwhile, Samu Szemere wrote that in the eyes of 
Bernát Alexander "collective spirits" were predominant in cultural life and that 
pride of place belonged to the "the [Hungarian] national community. "55 Alexan
der was thus "always nationally committed," Szemere emphasized, in spite of 
malevolent accusations to the contrary.56 What is more, according to Szemere, 
Alexander's name "grew attached" (összenőtt) to the Hungarian national culture 
in its period of development, enrichment and elevation.57 

52 Tamás Kóbor, "Magyar nyelven írt idegen irodalom," IMIT évkönyv, 1929, p .62. 
Tamás Kóbor (1867-1942), writer and journalist whose most significant works were short 
stories and novels, including his Budapest (1901) and his partly autobiographic Ki a 
gettóból (1911) that deal with quést_ions of Jewish identity as well as urban poverty. 

53 Kóbor stressed that "Hungaria□ Jews know very little about Jewish. history, but are 
at home in Hungarian history just like anybody e lse. " Kóbor, "Magyar nyelven ," IM.IT 
évkönyv, 1929, p.61. It is revealing that Ödön Gerő thought Kóbor was "adamantly de
fending the Hungarian national idea against its debauchers, falsifiers, devaluers." Ödön 
Gerő, "Kóbor Tamásról,'' JMJTévkönyv, 1931, p.42. 

54 Gyula Mérei, ''Wahrmann Mór," IMIT évkönyv, 1943, p.340. Note that Mérei switches 
írom writing of intemions to a discussion of what actually happened. On Mór Wahrmann, 
see Tibor Frank (ed.), Honszeretet és felekezeti: baség. Wahrmann Mór 1831-1892 
(Budapest: Argumentum, 2006). 

55 Samu Szemere, "Alexander Bernát emlékezete," IMIT évkönyv, 1929, p.33. 
56 Ibid. , p.47. 
57 Ibid., p.50. 
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In tbe 1941 IMIT Yearbook, Zsigmond Groszmann devoted an article to 
Sámuel Kohn and presented him as intem on "fulfilling a mission" by magya
rizing the pulpit in Pest.58 Groszmann explained that Kobn did not want to 
parade his patriotism, but loved his homeland in a natural way and fulfilled 
his duties towards it. Groszmann thereby presented magyarization as a mora! 
obligation. Discussing the att of Ede Kisteleki in 1941, Mózes Rubinyi evoked 
an alternacive Jewish cultural tradition. The art of Kisteleki was meant to 
provide a culrural alternative to the dominant urbánus (urbanite), left-leaning 
liberal Jewish writers who rended to be taken as representative Jews in 
a country dominated by a Cbristian-conservative ideology. According to the 
presentation of Rubinyi, Kisteleki was "not an urbanite" (nem urbánus), but 
a "patriotic" and "irredentist" poet in whose soul the spirit of the count1yside 
(vidék) lived on unchanged.59 Moreover, Kisteleki was pictured as a poet of 
interconfessional significance. Supposedly he acbieved almost equal popu
larity among members of various denominations due to his "pure beliefs" 
and "the captivating voice of his devotional poetiy."60 

Beyond such Hungarian nationalistic slogans, we find Károly Sebestyén's 
intriguing portrait of József Vészi.61 Sebestyén considered Vészi's Hungari
anness to be his defining feature, maintaining that Vészi "fought for the most 
cherished goods of his nation."62 He explained that Vészi used the German 
language only to be able to do this all the more effectively, using it as a 

58 Zsigmond Groszmann, "Dr. Kohn Sámuel emlékezete," IM!Tévkönyv, 1941, p.337. 
59 Mózes Rubinyi , "Kisteleki Ede emlékezete," IMIT évkönyv, 1941 , p.266. This re

ferre<l to ebe n.épi-urbánusdehate, in whichJews with few excepti<ms (most famously 
György Sárközi) were active on the latter side. On the debate, see Péter Sz. Nagy (ed.), 
A n.épi-urbán.1.1s vita dokumentumai, 1932-1947 (Debrecen: Rakéta, 1990). Mózes Ru
binyi (1881-1965), linguist and literary historian, studied ac the University of Budapest and 
Leipzig. Appoimed university ceacher in 1919, demoted afterwarcl. Vice director of d1e 
Hungarian Pen Club from 1929 unril his death. Becween 1945 and 1948 he was respon
sible for cultural and scholarly questions ar rhe City Council of Budapest. His scholarly 
works focused on language aesd1etics and d1e history of linguistics. He also wrote ex
tensively on Hungarian writer Kálmán Mikszáth. 

60 lhid., p. 268. The articulation of revisionisl and irredentist remarks in Hungarian 
Jewish publications is a concroversial copic that would deserve separate treatment. A few 
illustrations shall suffice here: in the repon of rhe lecture organizing committee, we read 
that "the whole of Jewry received" the return of territories '•with patriotic joy." "Az IMIT 
felolvasó-bizottságának jelentése az 1940/41. évi m ködésér 1," /.MIT évkönyv, 1941, pp. 
342-3. Károly Sebestyén maincained that the last joy in the life of József Vészi was the 
return of Felvidék Oiterally Upper Region, usually rendered Upper Hungary in English). 
Károly Sebestyén, '·Emlékbeszéd Vészi József felett," IMIT évkönyv, 1941, p.52. Munkácsi 
stated in the mid-1930s rhat ín d1e Jewish Museum d1ere was a strong emphasis on '"ex
hibiting pictures of synagogues in Greater Hungary." "Országos Magyar Zsidó Múzeum. 
Igazgatósági jelentés," IMIT évkönyv. 1936, p . 358. 

61 Károly Sebestyén 0872-1945), litera1y historian, teacher. critic, translator, philoso
phcr. l le studied ar thc Universities of Budapest, Leipzig ancl Berlin. He taught at sec
ondary schools and wrote for rhe daily press. He also worked at the Drnma Academy 
where he taught aesmetics and dramaLUrgy and headed rhe insritution berween 1928 and 
1930. He became a member of thc Kisfaludy Sociecy in 1930. 

62 Sebestyén, "Vészi,'' IM!Tévkönyv, 1941, p.40. 
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"weapon" in the arsenal of Hungarians. Such militaristic language notwith
standing, Vészi was presented as a democratic idealist who was so strongly 
committed to universal suffrage that he was ready to "sacrifice his popularity, 
his authority, his future and his newspaper to help realize this great idea."63 

Sebestyén argued that this principled national and democratic stance led 
Vészi to side with the highly controversial darabont government (i.e. the 
government led by Géza Fejérváry ín 1905-06) at the peak of his popularity. 
Presenting Vészi as a most consciously national democrat, Sebestyén ques
tioned the validity of the dilemma of the times that tended to conceive of the 
future safety of the nation and the establishment of a democratic system as 
mutually exclusive options.64 

This portrait even offered a stark reinterpretation of the Hungarian na
tional interest. Sebestyén aimed to justify the decision of Vészi to support the 
darabont government by claiming he foresaw that the "survival of the coun
try was at stake" (az ország léte forog kockán) and "only therefore did he 
ever want to serve Fejérváry, ready to take on all the odium of his deed."65 

ln other words, ín this account of Vészi's behavior, nationally conscious fore
sight had determined even his seemingly most normatively based, pro
democratic political decision. 

Pál Vidor published the most marked (and probably also the most pathos
filled) articulation of Hungarian commitment when he quoted Arnold Kiss' 
outcry: "we have been Hungarians, are Hungarians and will be Hungarians 
forever."66 It is worth adding that Kiss described Hungarian Jewish activities 
in 1939, the year the Second Jewish Law was adopted, in the following 
terms: "We work in the interest of the greatness of our holy homeland with 
our all strength, blood, deeds, with all our beliefs and without ever tiring. 
Our work is conducted in the patriotic spirit, even though fully undeservedly 
we are gravely hurn.iliated and ignominiously stigmatized. "67 This empha
sis on the contrast between the real activities of Jews and the attitudes 
and deeds of the outside world towards them revealed the tragedy of the 
Jewish condition but here it was also meant to underline their unyielding 
national dedication. 

It is useful to distinguish between two kinds of Hungarian h.istorical dis
courses. One referred to the millennium of Hungarian statehood (an idea 
central to the legitimatory discourse of national history) while the other 
emphasized magyarization, tbus offering empirically more verifiable cla.ims 

63 Ibid. , p.42. 
64 On the dilemma as well as the proposals to overcome it in early 20th century Hun

gary, see György Litván, "Magyar gondolat- szabad gondolat: nacionalizmus és progresszió 
a század eleji Magyarországon " (Budapest: Magvető, 1978). 

65 Ibid., pp. 50---1. 
66 Pál Vidor, "Kiss Arnold," IMITévkönyv, 1941, p . 70. 
67 Ibid., 1941, p .70. On the other hand, he wrote wistfully about the past: "the grateful

ness we feel towards the glorious great personalities of the Hungarian nation is undying." 
Ibid., p.70. On che debates surrounding these laws, see Claudia K. Farkas, Jogok nélkül. 
A z sidó lét Magyarországon (Budapest: Napvilág, 2010). 
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on the "awakening of national self-consciousness" in the 19th century (in the 
case of Jews, more precisely, the process of cultural Hungarianization and 
increased Hungarian identification).68 While the former narrative talks of 
the nation and projects its modern form back into past centuries, the latter 
(at least implicitly) recognizes Jewish Hungarian nationalism to be a prod
uct of modern times. 

Unsurprisingly, the millennium was employed most often in official 
discourse of the Israelite Hungarian Literary Society, for instance, in the 
speeches of Adolf Wertheimer and Ern Munkácsi.69 Márton Weisz, on the other 
hand, approached the question of Jewish reasons behind choosing the Hun
garian side most explicitly, trying to understand why Jews joined the ranks 
of the Hungarian National Guards in 1848.70 Weisz maintained that the 
echoes of French revolutionary ideas and the attractiveness of Hungarian 
liberalism were of decisive importance.71 Several other authors devoted at
tention to the process of magyarization too. Jen Zsoldos, for instance, wrote 
on the German-speaking Jews of Hungary from the beginnings in the 1820s 
onwards and how their literary activities aimed to show the common creative 
dynamism of Europeanness and Jewishness. Zsoldos narrated his story until 

68 On the political discourse of national history, see Zoltán Gábor Szűcs, Az antalli 
pillanat. A nemzeti történelem szerepe a magyar politikai diskurzusban, 1989-1993 
(Budapest: L'Harmattan, 2010), pp. 64-70. 

69 Wertheimer made statements such as that Jewry had lived amalgamated and in 
unity with the Hungarian country and nation since the cimes of Saint Stephen. 
"Wertheimer Adolf elnöki megnyitója ," JMJ.T évkönyv, 1935, p.112. Next to ch.is, as part of 
the agreement between IMIT, the Jewish community of Pest and the Jewish Museum, 
it was dedared that "Our ill-intended opponents question the parriotic nature of Hun
garian Jewry, its loyalty to the country and the fact that it has lived here for thousand 
years, the history of which show countless examples of how Jews have worked with aU 
their energies and talent for the prosperity (boldogulás) of the homeland." "Megállapodás," 
IMIT évkönyv, 1931 , p.324. ln the same vein, Wertheimer stated thal the exh.ibition of the 
Museum shows "our rights, our certificate of nobility, which connects us to the thousand 
year old Hungarian homeland ." "Országos Magyar Zsidó Múzeum. Igazgatósági jelentés, " 
JMJTévkönyv, 1936, p.355. "We have Uved here for thousand years and died on th.is piece 
of land, just like other citizens of Hungary." "Az Országos Magyar Zsidó Múzeum jelen
tése," IMJTévkönyv, 1940, p.341. I should add tha,t the identity discourses ofWertheirner 
and Munkácsi , while referring to the notion of thousand years more often than others, 
were not consistent - both kept on switching between the various identity options pre
sented in tb.is paper. Ernö Munkácsi (1896-1950) was a leading Hungarian folklorist, Ori
entalist and linguist, art historian and a lawyer by training,. He served as secretary of the 
Israelite Community of Pest as well as its prosecutor. He was the director of the Jewish 
Museum. He was later the chief secretary of the Jewish Council. 

70 Márton Weisz, "Besze János életrajza," IMlT évkönyv, 1936, p.255. 
71 Weisz narrated the life of János Besze who defended Hungary and protected Jews. 

He maintained that the "Viennese government" or, more precisely, "its soulless agitators" 
and cou1tly "henchmen" were responsible for anti-Jewish deeds (the urban pogroms or 
kravatlok). Ibid. , p.256. This way Weisz not only supported the thesis that the Jews of 
Hungary as a whole chose the Hungarian side in 1848-49, but even provided an ethni
cist interpretation of the events of the times. Miksa Weisz, "Kayserling M. emlékezete," 
!MITévkönyv, 1929, p.191. 
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Jewish writers built more solid "bridges between Hungarians and Jews" in 
the second half of the 1840s.72 Parallel to this, Gyula Mérei observed, rather 
more crudely that "the second generation of native born Jews born after 
the issuing of the Edict of Toleration in 1782 was already fully Hungarian."73 

This statement provides an intriguing combination of a historical narrative of 
magyarization and the thesis about its completeness. 

The large-scale Jewish identification with "the Hungarian cause," the 
Jewish desire to assimilate as well as the rather unusual willingness of Hun
garians to welcome (or at least accept) Jewish pa1ticipation in the national 
movement tended to be evoked within the interpretative frame of Hungarian 
liberal nationalism.74 More specifically, articles stressing the Hungarianness 
of Jews often employed key elements of the independentist version of the 
liberal national narrative.75 In this respect, the contents of the IMIT Yearbooks 
display some clear lines of continuity with a nineteenth-century tradition -
a tradition that had seriously weakened due to the rise of illiberal nationalism 
around the turn of the century.76 

Beyond the continued propagation of Hungarian national identity, there 
existed a seventh option that could draw on an even longer histoty: this was 
the discourse on Jewish patriotism. This identity discourse maintained that 
Jews were loyal citizens who practiced an ethic of service. The outstanding 
example of this in the IMIT Yearbooks is Gyula Csermely's "Call for Judg
ment," a story of persona! growth (or Bildung) through war and occupation, 

72 Jenő Zsoldos , "Az első magyar zsidó írók fogadtatása irodalmunkban, " IMIT 
évkönyv, 1939, p.172, 195. Jenő Zsoldos (1896-1972), litera1y historian, linguist, peda
gogue. He graduated in Hungarian and Larin. Starting in 1920, he taught at the Jewish 
Girls Gymnasium of Pest and was its director between 1939 ancl 1965. In the period 
under question, he edited two volumes, one of them with Turóczi-Trostler. See Jenő Zsol
dos and József Turóczi-Trostler eds.), Száz év előtt. Az első magyar-zsidó írónemzedék 
(Budapest: Pesti Izraelita Hitközség Leánygimnáziuma, 1940) and Jen Zsoldos (ed .), 
Magyar irodalom és zsidóság (Budapest: 1943). 

73 Mérei, "Wahrmann,·' IMJT évkünyv, 1943, p .315. 
74 On liberal nationalisms ina comparative frame see Iván Zoltán Déne · (ed .). Liberly 

and the Search far Identi(y: Liberal Natian(íllisms a1td the Legacy of Empires (Budapest: 
CEU Press, 2006). 

75 One of the conrriburions of József Vészi titled "Kölcsey himnusza a mexikói hegyek
ben" (The Antl1em of Kölcsey in tli.e.Mounrains of Mexico) provides the most radical ex
ample of independentist convictions , reaching the tevel-of a secular (or polirical) religion. 
ln this article, two Jewish brothers from the city of Kecskemét who have been living in 
Mexico for forty years teli the narrator: "occasionally, once we are done with our religious 
prayers, we stand in front of [the image of - FL] Lajos Kossuth to perform our Hungar
ian prayers there". József Vészi, "Kölcsey himnusza a mexikói hegyekben," IMIT évkönyv, 
1931, p.162. As Protestamism was rather strongly linked to Hungarian independen
tism, it is noteworthy how positive the image of Protestamism rended to be: it was re
currently presented as quite similar to Judaism and evaluatecl much more favorably 
than Catholicism. 

76 On the transformation of nationalism based on the changing debates of national 
character, see Balázs Trencsényi , The Palit/cs of Nationa(Character. A Stut~y in lnterwar 
East European Thought (London: Routledge, 2011) . 
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a parable whose aim was to show that Jews behaved as "passionate patriots" 
even in the case of rnilitary occupation77 Strikingly, the example Csermely 
elaborated was that of the First World War and the occupation of Transyl
vania by Romanian troops, followed by the occupation of Bucharest by the 
Central Powers - with participation of Hungarian Jews.78 At the end of the 
parable, as the conflict subsided and the lessons were drawn, the Jews who 
found themselves on opposite sides revealed to each other: "I am proud of 
myself and of you too, proud we are both Jewish."79 This keen sense of pa
triotism was not only a source of Jewish pride, but it also had its specifically 
Jewish justification, rooted in Jeremiah: "consider the land into which your 
fate, good or bad, brings you yow- own and love it the way you love your own 
mother," Csermely evoked.80 This narrative provided a normative, principled 
justification for patriotism that included (highly unusually for its context of 
the First World War) the righteous acceptance of the equally valid patriotism 
of others - or at least of other Jews.81 

Further articles explored Jewish patriotism without mentioning special 
Hungarian affiliations. Much more conventionally than the parable of Cser
mely about World War I, they told stories of early modern times. ln his 
"Jewish Litera1y Sources on the Reconquest of Buda," Aladár Fürst presented 
"little known contemporary accounts" of this event (namely those written 
by Izsák Schulhof and Süsskind Taussig).82 ln these Jewish sources, the re
conquest of Buda actually appears as its fali, i.e. the two Jewish authors did 
not narrate the event according to the traditional, canonized Hungarian 
(or Christian) perspective. ln Fürst's interpretation of these sources, however, 
there was nothing shameful about the fact that Jews defended Ottoman 
Buda. The Jewish sense of identity formulated here was based on principled 
political loyalty. "lt should be considered to their merit that they fought so 
loyally for their mler at the time," Fürst explained.83 

Three years later, Henrik Guttmann offered a very similar analysis of the 
sixteenth-century history of Hungarian Jews. Guttmann pointed out that in 
1598, at the time of the bloodbath of Buda, Jews suffered alongside Turks, 

77 Gyula Csermely (1869-1939), lawyer and writer, was the author of popular literary 
works inclucling novels such as A toprini nász (1916) and Ami két Miatyánk között 
van 0925), plays as well as movie scripts. He worked as a lawyer in Transylvania for 
many years . 

78 Csermely even maintained that the ideal Jew forgets his persona! grievances when
ever the cause of his homelancl clemands urgent action. Csermely Gyula, "Jtéletrehívás," 
IMITévkönyv, 1930, p.154. 

79 Ibid., p.157. 
80 Ibid., 1930, p.157. 
81 Csermely, "Itéletrehívás," IMIT évkönyv, 1930, p.158. 
82 Aladár Fürst (1877-1950), teacher of Hungarian and German at the Jewish Gymna

sium of Pest after 1921. Published in various Hungarian and German Jewish journals 
including Múlt és.fövő and Jsraelitisches Familienblatt. Fürst migraced to Palestine ín the 
mid-1930s. 

83 Aladár Fürst, "Buda visszafoglalásának irodalmi emlékei," IMIT évkönyv, 1936, p.184. 
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but that even the emperor at the time, Rudolf II of Austria, was willing 
to admit that they merely fulfilled their duties . A more general appreciation 
of Jewish patriotism and its moral value could also be found on the pages 
of the IMIT Yearbooks: Mór Fényes asserted that there was a marked Jewish 
strand of patriotism manifest in their "loyalty towards host people" and in 
their "recognition of the dominant religion. "84 

While the retelling of these early modern stories with their focus on loyalty 
and Christian anti-Jewish violence could be considered heterodox pro
nouncements from the point of view of the Hungarian national canon, the pa
triotic identity discourse also existed in a version focused on local, Hungarian 
patriotic service. Its most elaborate and sophisticated formulation could be 
found in Albert Kardos's "The House Jews of Hungarian Statesmen." The ar
ticle opens with the observation that it was as customary far Hungarian lords 
ro have "house Jews" as it was to have colllt poets - or splendid carriages.85 

Kardos maintained that tlús Hungarian noble attitude remained unchanged 
throughout the nineteenth century.86 The most outstanding Jews continued 
"to serve their landlords, who in the meantime turned into statesmen, only 
now they did so by means of intellectual work - as journalists, publicists, 
editors, scholars, as committed fans of greatness."87 Sinillarly to Csermely, 
Kardos affirmed that the kind of relations and roles many must have thought 
belonged to previous eras continued to be relevant in modern Hungary. 

The gist of this elaborate st01y was that "the great individuals of three gen
erations were connected to each other and followed in each other's footsteps. 
Next to each great Hungarian statesman there stood a highly intelligent and 
useful Jewish worker."88 As part of this chain of relations, Miksa Falk was the 
trustee of István Széchenyi who among others, dictated to him his Ein Blick 
auf den anonymen Rückblick in Döbling; Ignác Helfy helped Lajos Kossuth 
as his persona} secretaty; Manó Kónyi stood by Ferenc Deák in Pest (next to 
Falk who helped him stril<e the Compromise with publishing timely articles in 
Vienna); Lajos Dóczy led a department of the Viennese (cornmon Austro-Hun
garian) foreign ministry under Gyula Andrássy; Kálmán Tisza could also rely 
on Falk (who was by then the editor of Hungary's leading German-language 
newspaper, Pester Lloyd), but also on Mór Wahrmann and Ede Horn . Kardos 

84 Mór Fényes, "A zsidóság erkolc.:stana," !MIT évkönyv, 1939, pp.35-38. The subchap
ter is revealingly called ·'Ethical Values in Jewish Patriotism." Mór Fényes also wrote aboul 
homeland as the land wbere one is received well and is admittecl. Ibid. , p.51 . Mór Fényes 
(1866-1949) worked as a teacher of religious subjecrs, was the author of eclucational ma
terials ancl supervised Jewish educational institutions. 

85 Albert Kardos, "Magyar államférfiak házi zsidói," IMIT évkönyv, 1939, p.94. Alben 
Kardos (1861-1945 was a literary historian, teacher and director of the Jewish gymnasium 
of Debrecen until 1929. His main works (in Hungarian) include The National Destiny 
of Hungarianjewry(l892) and A History ofHungarian Líterature. From the Earliest Times 
till Károly Kiifaludy (1892). 

86 Ibid. , p.95. 
87 Ibid. , p.96. 
88 Ibid. , p.96 . 
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aimed to clarify that even though leading Jews of the next generation such as 
Vilmos Vázsonyi or Mór Mezei figured in the ranks of the Independentist Party 
(i.e. the opposition), others such as Ferenc Hevesi were affiliated with the 
government and such outstanding politicians as Gábor Baross. Kardos pointed 
out that even Ágoston Trefort, who was perhaps the least liberal of Hungar
ian politicians, relied on the services of the (Jewish) Mór Kármán. A fuither 
sign of the ever closer rapprochement betweenJews and Hungarians was the 
secreta1ial work thatJózsef Szterényi performed for Ferenc Kossuth in his min
ist1y. What is more, István Tisza, presented as "the absolutely just statesman," 
employed Lipót Vadász as his irreplaceable assistant.B<> Kardos concluded his 
story of three generations that since Vadász also served as the president of 
IMIT, he provided proof that Jewish assimilation was complete. 

Kardos sought to account for what he called "modern house Jews" (who 
were akin to "cowt Jews") in two ways. On the one hand, he pointed to the 
competence, preparedness, suitability, linguistic skills of these Jews.90 On the 
other hand, Kardos explicated that these "model Jews" were motivated by their 
patliotic duties and deeply ingrained ethic of service and seduced by the "power 
of greatness," i.e., the greatness of leading Hungarian politicians. This led 
them to perform sud1 necessary tasks in the interest of the Hungarian nation 
with zeal and, ultimately, with notable successes, even though they could have 
lived an easier life and earned greater material benefits in other walks of life.91 

Offering this depiction of Jews and this narrative of three generations, 
Kardos unmistakably rewrote the influential self-critical and anti-liberal nar
rative of decline that Gyula Szekfű elaborated at the time of the Hungarian 
collapse.92 Kardos' central aim appeared to be to re-describe the role of Jews. 
According to Szekfü, they were profiteers of the national crisis whose assim
ilation was superficial and ultimately il!usory; here they appeared as close 
allies and useful associates of the greatest Hunga,ians together with whom 
they made the country flourish.93 

ln sum, the study of the scholarly texts published in the fifteen yearbooks 
of the Israelite Hungarian Litera1y Society between 1929 and 1943 shows 
that there are seven distinct identity options (some of them having more 
than one sub-type). The füst four of these seven were different formulations 
of dual identity but they presented the relations between the Hungarian and 
Jewish pa1ts in alternative ways. The füst option assigned these two levels 

89 On Jstván Tisza in English, see the biography of Gábor Vermes, István Tisza. 
7be Liberal Visíon and Conservative Statescrafl of a Conservative Nationalist (Boulder, 
Co.: East European Monographs, 1985). 

90 Ibid., pp.114-5. 
91 Kardos, "Házi," IM1Tévkönyv, 1939, pp. 115-6. 
92 Gyula Szekfű, Három nemzedék: egy hanyatló kor története (Budapest, 1920). On 

the Peace Treary of Trianon, see Jgnác Romsics, 7be Dísmantling o/Híst01·ic Hunga,y. 7be 
Peace Trea~y of Trianon, 1920 (Boulder, Co.: East European Monographs, 2002). 

93 It ought to be mentioned that, highly unusually for a non-Jewish aULhor, Szekfű 
publishecl in the Last IMIT Yearbook of 1943 right before the Hungarian Holocaust. See 
Gyula Szekfű, "Marczali Henrik,'' JMrT évkönyv, 1943. 
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of identification to separate planes, emphasizing the denominational qual
ity of Jewishness. Thus national and religious affiliations had parallel subjects. 
The second option rejected this image of harmony through the combination 
of separate items. It regarded Hungarianness and Jewishness as existing on 
the same levels of identification. This resulted in a hyphenated identity for 
Hungarian Jews. They were Hungarian-Jewish. 

The third identity option, while favorably indined towards the concept of 
assimilation, insisted more on the preservation of Jewry as a distinct identity 
within Hungarian society, maintaining that assimilation and Jewishness were 
eminently reconcilable. This identity option was strictly opposed to conceptions 
linking assimilation to the disappearance of Jews. It could be formulated in dif
ferent ways, depending on whether the author believed assirnilation was a mat
ter of the past or the future. Some of them urged the preservation of Jewry, as 
opposed to their dissolution in the larger nation, while others desctibed them
selves or others as self-consciously Jewish but already assimilated and evidently 
Hungarian. The fourth identity option within the dual identity cluster aimed to 
reconcile dual identification with the theory of Jewish peoplehood. This was a 
rather feeble attempt at reconciliation that made tlle reference to Hungatianness 
appear almost purely formai. According to this fourth option, dual identity was 
thus an uncontested but rather superficial rnatter for Hungarian Jews. 

Ali four dual identity options avoided the question of a potential inner 
conflict, which was at the heart of the fifth identity option. The idea here was 
that the externally forced weakening of Jewishness led to the emergence of 
an unfortunate, even "unhealthy" duality that ultimately fostered "Jewish self
hatred." The intention behind formulating this identity option was to raise 
awareness that Jewish consciousness needed to be strengthened. Even 
though critically disposed towards the reigning forrns of Hungarian Jewish 
dual identity , this option airned to salvage dual identification through its 
reformulation rather than propagating its complete abandonment. 

Beyond critiquing the concrete forms it took, dual identity could be also 
rejected to highlight the primacy of Hungarianness as well as of Jewishness . 
The sixth identity option I identified emphasized the melting of Jews into the 
nation. The seventh identity option offered an alternative to modern Hun
garian nationalism by relying on patriotic themes such as the idea of princi
pled Jewish loyalty to the state and its ruler. Interestingly, the discourse on 
patriotisrn was not another· yariation on the theme of dual identity since 
Jewish characteristics were its subject. 

Thus, even though dual identity had mainstream status in the cliscussion 
of the history of Jews in modern Hungary throughout the 1930s and early 
1940s, it involved multiple identity options that might be placed on a con
tinuum, covering confessional and mixed forms of identity, a self-consciously 
Jewish assirnilationist identity, and an identity that emphasizes Jewish peo
plehood without fully abandoning Hungarianness. Distinguishing among 
these options provides a more nuanced understanding of the complexities 
of dual identity in the inter-war period and, more generally, in the Hun
garian Jewish identity discourses. 
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